A. PROPOSAL

Paragraph 5.3.2.1., correct to read and delete the footnote:

“5.3.2.1. "The applicant for approval shall demonstrate to the approval authority that he supplies the brake discs or drums to the vehicle manufacturer as original equipment of the vehicles/axles/brakes mentioned under Annex 1B point 4.”

Paragraph 5.3.2.1., add footnote *//, to read:

“5.3.2.1. Approval authorities must ensure, before granting an approval that suitable arrangements exist between the part and the vehicle manufacturer for the interchange of information to verify the “identical requirement” as per the definition of paragraphs 2.3.3.2. and 2.3.3.3. */

*/ Suitably arrangements means that the applicant for approval shall demonstrate that he supplies the brake discs or drums to the vehicle manufacturer for original equipment purposes.

B. JUSTIFICATION

For clarification and simplification purposes, the experts agreed to delete the footnote and to insert its provisions in Paragraph 5.3.2.1.